
Pronouns: They/She/He
Feura is a musician, songwriter and
performer from Toronto, Ontario. Since
starting their music journey in 2020, Feura
has been selected as a 2022 Honey Jam
artist, 2022 Emerging Artist for the Canadian
Musicians Co-operative, recipient of
FACTOR’s 2021 Artist Development, and
performed at major events like the 2022
Trans Pride Afterparty for Pride Toronto.
Inspired by artists such as Avril Lavigne,
Tegan and Sara and Paramore, Feura brings
a fresh take on alt-pop by incorporating
their theatrical background and punk
attitude for a fun and energetic experience.
Expect to be on your feet, singing along and
dancing with them when they take the
stage. 

Prior to being a musician, Feura was a
theatre director. They are the recipient of
the 2020 Best Director award at the
National Theatre School’s drama festival
and the National Theatre School’s Ken and
Anne Watt’s Scholarship for their creativity
and innovation. In 2020, they were
mentored through the Emerging Director
program by Iain Moggach, Artistic Director,
Theatre by the Bay. They staged their first
production at 18 years of age, directing Key
to Conspiracy at Theatre by the Bay.

During the pandemic, Feura took Andrew
Huang's online music production course
which sparked their interest in music
creation. Playing with music became their
passion so they also completed a DJing 
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 course at Off Center DJ. Since then they
have continued to explore and create music
while performing at various venues in and
around Toronto. “I wouldn’t be a musician if
it wasn’t for COVID.” 

As a multi-disciplinary artist, Feura is
invested in leading their creative vision
through multiple projects. From concept to
finished project, they always look at the
broader picture, creating stories, music, and
visuals to drive a larger vision. Feura values
being invested in every part of their
creation, and are constantly learning new 
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 skills to broaden their creative capabilities
and imagination. “To me, every time I step
on stage, my ultimate goal is to be the best
entertainer I can. As a multiple discipline
artist, I don’t limit myself to categorization
as to who I am or what my craft is”. By
continuing to break down binaries in their
artistic practice, Feura’s work can truly be
described as queer in nature.

With a growing community of 43k+ followers
across all social media platforms, Feura is
known online for their live performance
clips, witty storytelling, and bold makeup.
Feura hosts regular live streams to connect
with fans and use their platform to
advocate and educate on LGBTQ+ rights. As
a non-binary creator, their goal is to
connect and foster a tight-knit queer
network. “I love getting to talk and connect
with people on a personal level. On the
internet, people often get lost as just
usernames on screens or faceless icons to
get likes from. I think it’s magical to see
someone’s face and actually know the
person behind the screen in an era of
anonymity. Even if it's the only time we will
talk, there is something deeply powerful to
be said for sharing that moment or
conversion with that person.” 

On stage, Feura brings the energy with their
bold and fiery personality. Exect the
unexpected when seeing them live. Their
pop-rock style vocals shine through upbeat
anthems to heartbreaking ballads. Feura has
been found performing at venues around 
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Toronto and the GTA area such as the El
Mocambo, The Garrison, Bovine Sex Club,
The Supermarket, Rec Room and many
others. Be sure to keep Feura on your radar,
as they will be releasing their highly
anticipated LP in the latter half of 2023. 
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